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THE BG NEWS

Tuesday, September 2,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

Peace march to pass through area
More than 500 members of The Great
Peace March for Global Nuclear Disarmament will reach the Toledo area this
week on their way to Washington, D.C.

Collective Vision, will feature rock
music derived from the peace
movement, said Pat Schnapp, who
arranged the group's visit to Bowling
Green.
The statement of purpose for the
group outlines their mission as being

According to march organizers, the
group will arrive in Swanton, about 30
miles northwest of Bowling Green,
tomorrow and reach the outskirts of
Toledo by Thursday afternoon. They
began their trek from Los Angeles last
February and plan to reach Washington in November.
Several participants in the march
will present a benefit concert at Howard's Club H tonight at 9:30. The band,

one for positive change.
It reads in part: We believe that
rit social change comes about when
will of the people becomes focused
on a moral imperative."
The marchers feel that this moral
imperative is that the presence of nuclear weapons is both unjustified and
unacceptable.
Among other objectives, the group
hopes to influence legislators to estab

by MizeU Stewart III
assistant managing editor

"Government officials need to know that there
are a significant number of people opposed to the
arms race."
- Diane Brown, Inter-faith Peace and Justice Center
lish a freeze on the production, testing
and deployment of all nuclear weapons, along with transferring resources
used in the manufacture of weapons to
more peaceful purposes.
Diane Brown of the Inter-faith Peace
and Justice Center of Toledo said the
marchers wish to raise consciousness
about the spread of nuclear weapons.
The center is assisting the marchers

during their trip through the area.
"On the way, they're hoping to influence people in the communities along
the route," Brown said. "People need
to know that something should be
done."
Brown said that through raising public consciousness, the marchers hope
that legislators will be reached as well.
"Government officials need to know

that there are a significant number of
people opposed to the arms race," she
said.
After leaving Swanton on Thursday
morning, the marchers will be involved
in several events planned around the
Toledo area. A "peace tree" is to be
K" inted in Perrysburg, at the corner of
uisiana and west Front streets, at 7
p.m. An inter-faith service will be held
at Lourdes College in Sylvania at 7:30
p.m.
Brown said yesterday that the group
tentatively planned to camp overnight
at the Lucas County Recreation Center
in Maumee. The group's march
through Toledo on Saturday includes a
noon stop at the Trinity Episcopal
Church Plaza, across from Portside.

U.S. reporter's
spying charge
labeled farce
MOSCOW (AP) - The wife of American reporter Nicholas Daniloff said yesterday that Soviet authorities plan to keep him in jail for
a 10-day investigation before deciding whether to release him or
charge him with spying.
Ruth Daniloff called the investigation "a complete farce" and said
she feared her husband would be put on trial.
Mortimer Zuckerman, chairman of U.S. News & World fleport.the
weekly magazine that employs Daniloff, called the jailing a phony
arrest based on contrived circumstances."
Zuckerman flew to Moscow yesterday from Washington and said
he would meet with senior Soviet officials today to press for release
of the 52-year-old newsman.
Daniloff has told his wife he was jumped by eight KGB agents
Saturday after meeting a Soviet acquaintance who gave him a
package later found to contain two maps marked "top secret" and
photographs of Soviet military installations.
Mrs. Daniloff and the couple's 16-year-old son, Caleb, spent about
an hour with him yesterday in an annex of east Moscow's Lefortovo
Prison.
U.S. CONSUL General Roger Daley accompanied them to Lefortovo but was not present for the meeting with Daniloff.
Daniloff was interrogated for four hours Saturday in Lefortovo.
His wife said he was questioned again yesterday, but she gave no
details.
Outside the prison, Mrs. Daniloff told reporters her husband "will
be held for 10 days. ... (Then) they will decide whether they are
going to release him or charge him.'
She said both Daniloff and KGB investigator Valery Sergodeyev
mentioned the time limit. Whether the 10 days would be counted
from his arrest Saturday was not clear, she said.
"I am very pessimistic because, you know, they found this
incriminating information that was planted on him, so the investigation itself is a complete farce." Mrs. Daniloff said.
She said once the investigation is over, "I think they will probably
put him on trial. Unless something happens in between."
Daniloff has suggested through his wife that his detention is a
Soviet response to the Aug. 23 arrest in New York of Gennady
Zakharov, a Soviet United Nations' employee charged with trying to
buy U.S. secrets. Zakharov, who has no diplomatic immunity, is
being held without bail.
MRS. DANILOFF said her husband was "very subdued" yesterday but "greatly heartened when I told him about the kind of press
coverage be was getting."
"He was concerned about being forgotten, and I said, Well, it's a
big story.' And he said, 'You know it's a big story today, but maybe
in two months time it will no longer be such a big story,' " she
reported.

EllHeave-ho
Jim Regan, senior construction technology major, tugs the rope as Brad Fisher, senior marketing major, shouts encouragement to his Kappa
Sigma brother from the sidelines at the Greek Mud Tug. The Kappa Sigs lost to Theta Chi in the event Saturday at North College Park.

Religious interest up

1

Airplane
still unexplained

by Ron Coulter
chief copy editor

Spiritual interest among University students is growing,
according to a survey by the
Campus Crusade for Christ.
BUI Mast, a CCC staff member, said CCC is a worldwide,
interdenominational Christian
organization
whose main focus
isTto share the claims of Jesus
Christ with faculty and students."
Mast said CCC surveys students every year around the
campus. The questionnaire
asked how relevant Jesus Christ
is to the students and if the
student would consider attend
ing a Bible study or a meeting to
discuss the "basic issue of Christianity."
Out of 1,965 people who took
the survey this year, 912 (47
percent) indicated a desire to
meet with a CCC representative.
Mast said it was the highest
percentage of positive responses
since CCC began the surveys
approximately five years ago.
Mast said the people who took
the survey were mostly freshmen and sophomores. There
was an approximate 60-40 ratio

of females to males who responded positively.
However, while there may be
an increase in the number of
people professing Christianity,
there is also an increase in the
number of "secularized" peoGle, according to Jim Lett of
avigators, a Christian outreach group.
LETT DEFINED "secularized" people as "people with
very little or no practical practice of religion ... they may be
people with no religious background or people who have left
behind any religious training
they have.'
Lett said there is also an increasing polarization of the two
groups. He said that while religious interest among Americans
could probably be graphed on a
bell curve, with strong religious
belief at one end and strong
disbelief at the other, that curve
seems to be flattening, with
more people at an extreme.
Ed Focht of InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship said University students seem to be
looking toward Christianity for
answers.
"Students are reacting to a

vacuum," Focht said. "They've
tried drugs and sex, and now
they are finding something
they've never been shown before."
Focht said the dichotomy of
materialism and spirituality is
symptomatic of a changing shift
in priorities among college students.
He cited a sample of an October 1985 survey done by the U.S.
Chronicle of Higher Education.
The survey showed that college
students today are less interested in developing a "meaningful life philosophy," and more
interested in financial success.

Infant
killed in
car crash
The six-month-old son of a
Bowling Green couple died Saturday night after a one-car
crash west of town.
Zachary L. Scott, 19990 W.
River Rd., was pronounced dead
at Wood Courty Hospital.
He was a passenger in the car
driven by his father, Kevin L.
Scott, 31. The Scott auto was
southbound on Ohio 235 north of
Poe Road about 9 p.m. when it
went off the road and struck a
tree.
The boy's mother, Nancy J.
Scott, 29, also a passenger in the
car, was taken to Wood County
Hospital where she was reported
to be in fair condition yesterday.
The accident is still under
investigation. The Wood County
Sheriffs Department said yesterday it was investigating the
possibility that a second vehicle
was involved in the accident. No
charges have been filed.
Memorial services are today
at 11:30 a.m. in the hospital
chapel.

Editorial
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Highway robbery
Scientists whose task it is to come up with ways to
Improve the U.S. road system have some pretty
good ideas.
There's the "Teflon" highway that allows plows
to remove snow and ice cleanly and easily vet still
provides enough traction that cars and trucks don't
slide around like pinballs in an arcade game.
And the automatic pothole-repairer that fills
potholes with a super-tough material that hardens
in seconds to the point where traffic can drive over
it.
These and other technological advances sound
good, until one considers the fact that much of the
country's present highway system is basically a
mess.
Once-smooth stretches of interstate are now
miles-long washboards that reduce auto suspensions and bodywork to creaking, arthritic junkpiles
in a matter of months.
Highway repairs force four lanes of traffic to fit
into two, as travelers on the Ohio Turnpike or 1-75
around Dayton will attest.
We should get the house in order before we put up
the new wallpaper.
Yet money for repairs, let alone research, is hard
to come by. That money is important.
Far too important to play political hardball with.
The federal government wants to force states
which haven't set a drinking age of 21 to do so by
threatening to cut off their federal highway
funds.The government has good reason to think it
will succeed. After all, when several western states
threatened to raise their speed limit from the
nationaly-set 55 mph, despite a similar federal
threat to cut highway funds, that threat was shortlived. It's still against the law to go over the
"double-nickel" limit out west.
The federal government is playing a dangerous
game with the lives of drivers - and not only the
drunk ones.
Like Louisiana congressman Quentin Dastugue
said recently, this is blackmail.
Correct us if we're wrong, but doesn't the law
frown on blackmail?

No gun law didn't help
by Mike Royko
1%e mass shooting in an Oklahoma post office is just another
example of why I have changed
my mind about handgun laws
and oppose any form of gun
controls.
Oklahoma is one of the enlightened states that has virtually no gun laws. Anyone
under 21 can walk into one of the
many weapons stores, or a pawn
shop, or even a hardware store,
plunk down the money and walk
out with a gun and ammunition.
Or a whole arsenal.
No tedious bureaucratic registration is required, or frustrating waiting period while the
registration is checked out. Cash
on the barrel head, and you've
got a gun in your hand.
And that's a good thing, I say,
because it's obvious that this
availability of guns could easily
help avert a terrible tragedy.
Let's consider for a moment
what could happen in a community where there are strict gun
laws that discourage people
from buying and owning the gun
of their choice.
A deranged postal worker
might one day decide to go down
to that community's post office
and shoot everybody in sight.
So he walks in and opens fire.
Defenseless people are falling
dead all over the place. And why
are they defenseless? Obviously, because of gun controls
that keep guns out of the hands
of the law-abiding citizen, or at
least make it difficult for him to
buy them.
But in a state such as Oklahoma, where a citizen can buyall the guns he wants as easily
as buying a new tie, those inno

The heartaches of
an apartment search
by Scott Munn
The following, written this
summer, is dedicated to anyone
who has ever tried to find an
apartment in our fair city. It
takes place in a parallel universe where everything's the
same except that pizzas are free
to those who can prove need.
X (not his real name) woke up
one bright summer morning in
fine spirits. Today was the first
day of his hunt for shelter for the
approaching semester. The best
places had been taken months
ago, before the mass exodus in
May.
X, sobered by the admonishment that ,ryou should've
Silanned ahead," nevertheless
elt that vacancies must still
exist in a town dedicated to
youth and available cash.
His first call was to Utopia
Realty.
"There aren't many units left,
but I'll give you a listing of what
we do have. Deposit is one
month's rent or your first-born,
neither of which gathers interest.
"There is a clause in the lease
allowing us to automatically deduct money from your deposit
for carpet cleaning when you
leave. This is illegal, but we
won't tell if you won't," she
chuckled confidingly.
"Rent is quite reasonable,
considering the fact that we do
live in the richest nation on
Earth. Long-term financing is
available."
X thanked her profusely and
said he'd stop in.

His next call was to BarbedWire Realty.
"Lucky you, we have openings. Rent is to be paid on a persemester basis, for your convenience and peace of mind."
She elaborated. "We realize
you may not have enough money
to pay four and a half month's
worth of rent at once. Our sympathies, if that's your caste. I
mean case.
"We require a parent's signature on the lease, to dispel any
illusions you might have harbored that you were on your own
or something."
Sheepishly (that is to say, not
too brazenly) X questioned her
on this point. Did that mean if he
were, say, 35 (not that he was;
he almost turned red at his little
white lie) - and found the perfect little abode with BarbedWire - he would need to petition
Maw or Paw for their X, also?
"Why, yes, I'd suppose so"
she wrapped up, every bit as
sweetlyas the woman from Utopia. "Thanks for calling, and
good luck with your college career. We're very glad we could
be of abuse - er, of use to you."
X continued his efforts, encouraged by the polite honesty
of the agents. His next call,
prompted by an ad promising
air-conditioned luxury, swimming pool and free mineralwater dispensers," was to DeepWood^Off Manor.
"We only accept graduates
and ADULTS" answered a voice
rich with cheer. "Are you one of
those?"
X, the ever-respectful puppy,
admitted that he wasn't. "But I
hope to be, soon" he chirped.
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A nasal twang answered his
following call, to Brotherhood
Realty.
"Bathrooms are shared.
Kitchens are shared. Utilities
are shared. We don't allow pets,
which means that fraternizing
with anything you might find
scurrying around your kitchen
area is strictly prohibited."
"Repairs at
Take it or leave
mutual."
X, innocently
his last call to
Realty.

our discretion.
it. The feeling's
grateful, made
Jones-Pollywog

"Yes, we have an apartment
or two left. What are they like,
you ask? Ummm ... the walls
are kind of thin, to be brutally
honest. This shouldn't be a problem so long as you don't blare
your radio, or breathe in a disagreeably loud manner."
X assured the man that he
wasn't into heavy-metal, or an
asthmatic, and cradled the
phone with a contented sigh.
He set off, confident that the
perfect place was just around
the corner. As he walked the
avenues, apartment developments surrounding him with a
comfortable coziness, he whistled a tune to match his spirits.
"Li-i-ving, in a ma-terial
world...?'.
Munn is a freshman creativewriting major from Tiffin.

Respond

cent postal workers would be in
position to defend themselves.
The moment the first shot was
fired by a deranged gunman, his
intended victims could reach
into their holsters, or their lunch
bags or purses or wherever they
might keep their guns, and return the tire, stopping the madman dead in his tracks.
Unfortunately, that's not what
happened this week in that Oklahoma post office. The deranged
man, an avid gun lover and
collector, happened to be the
only person In the post office
who had guns with him, so he
was able to slaughter people at
will.
But the point is that it could
have happened the other way.
Thanks to Oklahoma's enlightened and freedom-loving position on guns, everybody In that
post office could have owned a
gun.
Because there are no foolish
restrictions on the sale of guns in
that state, they didn't have to be
defenseless. It's not the same as

in, say, Morton Grove, the Chicago suburb that passed an ordinance making it Illegal to even
own a gun. The gun-starved residents of Morton Grove wouldn't
have had a chance against the
madman.
As a matter of fact, the Oklahoma state legislature voted last
year to prohibit cities in that
state from passing any kind of
gun laws. The legislators didn't
want any weak-kneed Morton
Groves popping up in their state.
Now, I'm sure that some of the
anti-gun vocalists are going to
be calling and writing to say that
I'm wrong and that the absence
of gun laws in Oklahoma just
made it easier for the deranged
man to assemble an arsenal and
kill aU those people. And the
availability of guns for purposes
of self-defense didn't make them
any safer.
That's nonsense. We all know
that, with one exception, passing
laws doesn't discourage people
from buying a dangerous product.

Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

It* UMITO STATES FOOTBALL l£AGU£,

Kucinich will be missed
But now, even before the fullfledged dirty pool kicks in, I am
disappointed. The new meat has
been taken off its hook and
packed away.
The new meat, of course, is
Dennis Kucinich. I was saddened when he announced last
week that he will not continue to
run for governor.
With his name in the hopper,
we had one bumper crop. An old
man, an alleged crook, and a
boyish-looking lovable loser.
Most people I talked to didn't
care that Kucinich quit. Many of
them didn't even know he was
running for governor in the first
place. They asked me why I
bothered to worry about a loser
dropping out of a race he was
never actually in.
I do it because, no matter
what people say, I like the guy.
Who can hate a man who was
almost ousted from office in
mid-term as mayor of Cleveland
eight years ago, who then lost
big in his re-election bid. who
lost in his campaign to win the
Democratic nomination for secretary of state in 1982, and who
bounced right back with an indignant confidence to take on
Ohio's political big boys?
Who can't love a guy who tries
to walk across the state to get
publicity for his campaign, and

by Mike Mclntyre
Getting caught up in the heat
of a political race is, for me, as
exciting as following an underdog baseball team during a Cinderella year or watching the
final scene of any Rocky movie.
There is nothing more intellectually stimulating than to
corner a supporter of the candidate opposing yours, bury him
with a barrage of information
about your candidate's spotless
record and his candidate's seedy
past, and come away with a
victory as you leave him saying
something like, "Well, I just like
him because he's a cool dude."
I've been forced to wait two
years to have my fun. The last
time I was really in the thick of
things was in the Reagan/Bush
vs. Mondale/Ferraro competition.
Now comes the Ohio gubernatorial race.
When I prepared myself for
the debates. I realized that this
year would be more fun than any
other. I saw that there was real
diversity on the blocks. Some old
favorites and some new meat.
And I knew that each of the
candidates would be fun to pick
on.

who, of course, fails again?
And who can question the sin-l
cerity of a man who doesn't
pussyfoot around such topics i
nuclear power? Most pouticia
stay "neutral" on these har
hitting issues, making sure nod
to step on the toes of either!
party. But Kucinich declare
that if he became governor,
would close down the two Ohio
nuclear power plants - the Da}
vis-Besse and Perry plants.
Kucinich is a strange kind ofl
hero to me. He looks like
character taken straight
the pages of a "Mad" comid
book. A combination of Alfred El
Newman and Howdy-Doody. Buf
unlike the puppet, nobody pu '
his strings. He stands up fol
what he believes, controversial
or not.
He is my hero because he's!
the type of person who ke .
taking it on the chin, who con-|
stantly finds himself face do
on the canvas, but who always]
pulls himself to his feet and
manages to taunt his opponent. |
This time, Kucinich quit '
fore the heavyweights beat h_
senseless. But I'll bet big buck
that he won't be out of the i
for long.
Mclntyre, a senior)
major from Lakewood, is edit*
of the BG News.
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Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words
in length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and
signed. Address or OCMB
number, and telephone number, must be included, although telephone numbers
will not be published.

Editorial Editor
IV BG News
211 West Hall

And that's why the doomed
people in that Oklahoma post
office were a lot safer than they
probably thought at the time,
although I'm not sure they'd
agree today.

mmjM,mf mwMsmto ON THE BEAJCH WITH

BLOOM COUNTY

The News reserves the right
to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous. All submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:

But guns are a different matter. As the National Rifle Association keeps reminding us,
guns help make our lives safer.
And the more available guns
are, the safer we are.

*?W

The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.

Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and doubled-spaced. University students writing columns
must provide class rank, major and hometown.

The one exception is, of
course, pornography. By banning pornography, we would instantly put an end to sexual child
abuse, rape, sodomy, windowpeeping, backporch creeping,
philandering and public displays
of leering, ogling, whistling and
lip-smacking.
As the Rev. Hallelujah J. Sideburns likes to say: "Take away
their porn, and the fiends will be
reborn."
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Progress made on dialing dilemmas
Problems now less of a 'hang-up'
for University's telephone system

by Melissa McGUIivray
staff reporter

Three large notebooks labeled, "BG Tel - Problems" tell
the story of last year's new
telecommunications system.
The problems were numerous
last year, including serious billing problems, fewer student
contracts than were budgeted,
fraud by users, computer programming and equipment problems and a loss of nine days'
billing, which the University is
still making efforts to recover.
But a new story is unfolding
concerning University telephones, mainly because of several improvements that have
recently been made on the system.
"We believe we've got one of
the best telephone systems in
the country,' said Phil Mason,
executive assistant to University President Paul Olscamp.
"That's not to say we're not
going to have glitches; even Ma

Bell has those," he said.
The "glitches" prompted
President Olscamp to nave telecommunications responsibilities
transferred to his office, Mason
said.
Last April, Olscamp asked for
help from University computer
science professors Ann-Marie
Lancaster and Albert "Chip"
Copper as consultants. He later
made the system part of Computer Services, which is now
called Computer Services and
Telecommunications.
LANCASTER SAID she was
concerned about several aspects
of the operation of the new phone
system.
"Particularly troublesome to
me was the substantial increase
in the cost of phone service," she

said.
The increase was caused by
major deficiencies in the billing
system and the inability to detect improper use of the phone
system. These problems are
now under control, she said.
"Correct bills were printed for
June and July, and the system
now alerts the Telecommunications staff to unauthorized use of
the system," she said.
She said she thinks the administration took proper action in
moving the Office of Telecommunications into Computer
Services.
"The telephone system Is a
complex computer system, and
Computer Services personnel
can give the Telecommunications staff the kind of support it

needs," she said.
Outside programmers and
analysts were also assigned to
the problem. The campus police
took part by helping locate
fraudulent users.
Several problems, including
billing errors, led to Olscamp's
actions. Phone calls were being
double-billed, and 12-hour calls
were billed that were not supposed to be, Mason said.
SOME OF the problems were
a result of improper usage, he
said.
"The reason for that had to do
with the user," Mason said, giving an example.
"Say I'm phoning a person in
California and can't get through.
If I don't hold down the (phone
hook), the computer will say the

call is being processed and
starts billing.''
Mason said that problem can
be remedied by holding down
the hook for about three seconds
and then calling again.
There were also equipment
problems with the system. The
University had been leasing the
computer for the telephone system, when purchasing would
have cost less, he said.
Fraud was another problem
with last year's system, Mason
said. Several "imaginative" students were discovering other
people's access codes and using
them to place calls, he said.
He said the process of catching the fraudulent users was
"time consuming" last year but
was made easier this year because of a mechanism which is
supposed to protect the users.
Long-distance service which
the University offered to oncampus students was another
source of financial trouble for
the University phone system.

Student
jailed on
charges
What started out as a dineand-dash at Myles' Pizza
Pub, 516 E. Wooster St.,
ended up with a University
student in Wood County Jail.
Ryan F. Schmidt, 19, of
Mansfield, is charged with
petty theft, resisting arrest,
assault and possession of a
falsified driver's license.
According to city police,
Schmidt, a resident of 113
Treadway Hall, attempted to
leave Myles' shortly before
2:24 a.m. Saturday without
Saying. He was caught and
rougnt back to the pub by
Myles' employees and city
police were called.
Schmidt broke free and fled
on foot out the back door. He
was caught by police near the
corner of Summit and Clough
streets, police said.

A
Sept. 4,5, & 6

Sept. 11, 12, & 13

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center

Ticket office open
10:30-2:30 & 5-7 weekdays
call 372-8171 for reservations
BCSU students $1 off with valid I.D.
Presented by Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater.

W«-Car« • W«-C«r« • W«-Cara • Wa-Cara • Wa-Cara •

I Congratulations
GREGG DECRANE
I

Ferrari Award Recipient

Public Relations Executive
Cabinet Position Available

You deserve it!!!

Applications Available 8/29
in 405 Student Services
Applications Due 9/4

ZJnanHS for carino,,
ZJke LJnentalion iioard
'ftr]

Wa-Cara « Wa-Cara » Wa-Cara « Wa-Cara » Wa-Cara •

Contact Kelly McCoy
for an interview at 372-8324

'906 Butungton Otrncal

floor, University Union
Phone: 372-2343

•

Welcome Back *
Dance

"""""' CHAMPION

Friday Sept. 5
in the Grand Ballroom
Price: .50 lor ill new Freshmen
$1.00 lor all others
* with Valid Student ID *
• Tickets at the door •
Get a palr\f AnfrWan Hydron soft contact lenses and a
■ Jtair of Onted ones all at one low pricel

$89*8
One day service for most prescriptions.
You must be completely smtUkd or
we wm return your money.

UAO
■
Organizational
Meeting
e

Oner expire* September 14, 1:
Professional ten end.cere hf
. Sp»c»dMd Itrmi foraMi

'Burlington
Toledo

1955 5. Reynolds
382-2020

Tokoo

3l53W.Sylvania
472-1113

BowtnaCmn

Stadium Plaza
352-2533

Wednesday, Sept 3
at 8:00 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom,
University Union
COME AND FIND OUT I
MORE ABOUT UAOII

FALL FEST

IJJJPDATE}

Saturday Sept. 20
on College Park
3 BANDS
Me & the Boys
Nation of One
Sada

FREE
ADMISSION
FUN
FOR
ALL

CEDAR POINT
TRIP
Sat. Sept. 6
$13.50 per person
includes transporialion
Vans leave Union
Oval at I lamReturn by 9:30pm
Sign up in I'AO office
Payment is required
with sign-up

PLANT SALE
Sept 8-12
Mon-Tues, Thur-Fri-in
the Union Oval
Wed-in the Grand Ballroom
Ram locations \1on Tues-Gand Ballroom
ThurFri-Umon Fover

Campus Films
COMING SOON
THURSDAY... THE
Sept. 4
GRA0UA1
Gish Theater
Hanna Hall
8:00 p.m.
free w7 student ID
Friday &
WHITE
Saturday.. NIGHTS
Sept. 5 & 6
Eva Marie
Saint Theater
2nd floor, University Hall
7 & 9:30 p.m.
$1.50
wl student ID
tHI
II H I A K F A S I
1 u

Midnight.? "
Friday & Saturday
Sept. 5 & 6
Eva Marie Saint Theatei
2nd floor, University Hal
$1.50
wf student ID
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USG sets semester goals
by Sosan McDonald
staff reporter
Continuing to improve relations with the Bowling Green
city administration and planning a student-run bookstore are
some of the goals of the Undergraduate Student Government
this semester.
"You will see us working consistently on these," USG President Kelly McCoy said.
She said that USG would further a strong working
relationship with the city administration by sending a representative to City Council meetings
and continuing student input on
the University/city relations
committee.
Good relations also will be
continued with the Student
Court, she said. A Student Court
representative will be sitting
with the USG cabinet.

Improving communication
within USG also will be a major
goal. USG Vice President Jeff
Slater will be working internally
to see if senators are accurately
representing students and communicating effectively with executives.
Other objectives for the semester include evaluating three
different systems for a studentrun bookstore, which would
start between the fall and spring
semesters.
"WE'RE DOING this as a
service which is greatly needed
to the student. It s not there to
compete (with the other
bookstores) but (would be) an
alternative," she said.
The University would match
up students who want to sell and
buy books, she said. The system
would be set up so that university students would sell books

ORIENTATION BOARD MEMBERS
Thanks for the great
"We-care" Team Work
for New Student Orientation
We did it!!!

back at a higher rate and purchase them at a lower rate than
offered by existing bookstores.
The decision on the bookstore
will be made mid-semester by
USG's Student Welfare Committee.
Plans will also be discussed
this semester for a USG-sponsored seminar on national issues.
"The number one focus is to
generate campus discussion on
national issues," said McCoy,
who stressed there is a need for
students to know how these issues affect their lives.
Tentative topics include the
status of student activism, contra aid in Nicaragua and the
Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI), also known as "Star
Wars."
McCoy also encourages students to vote for USG district
representatives in the Sept. 18
election.
"We would like to see even a
larger number of students in this
election. I challenge all students
to find out who their candidate is
and to participate in elections,"
she said.

JUSt a little bit more
BG News/Peter Fellm«n
The Theta Chi mud lug team lead by Tim Morris, senior interpersonal communications major, pulls it's way to]
victory in the finals of the annual Greek Mud Tug held Saturday at North College Park.

Collision

ORIENTATION ASSISTANTS
and ORIENTATION LEADERS
Thanks for making New Student
Orientation a success
We-care
The Orientation Board

Internship
January - August 1987
with a Japanese manufacturer in Tokyo, Japan
Earn up to 12 hrs. of credit (College of Arts and Sciences)
Room, lunch, health insurance, commuting expenses paid
by the company. Earn a small monthly salary + a bonus.
Qualifications: Japanese language courses;
business courses;
interest in an international business career;
adaptability in foreign culture.

Deadline:
September 8, Monday
For inquiry, contact: Prof. Tsuneo Akaha, Political Science
372-2922, Harmon Room 520.

• RUSH •
• *AO *
K PHI DELTA THETA K
"A FRATERNITY FOR LIFE"
COME OUT & SEE THE HOTTEST
FRATERNITY QEE CAMPUS

501 PIKE ST.
RUSH DATES
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
7:30 - 9:00

D Continued from page 1.
Cessna 172 light plane in the sky
above San Diego, killing 144
people, including seven on the
ground in the community of
North Park.
KSA blight 182 was on its final
approach to San Diego Lindbergh Field. The Aeromezico
flight was on its approach to Los
Angeles International Airport.
In the San Diego incident,
three planes were involved.
The National Transportation
Safety Board originally con-

cluded that the accident happened because the PSA crew
tailed to keep watching the
smaller plane and instead concentrated on a third plane some
distance away.
The safety board later said
improper procedures by air traffic controllers contributed to the
crash but that most the blame
belonged with the crew.
The PSA crew said it mistook
a Cessna ISO three miles away
for the Cessna 172 that the control tower warned was in the
area.

Buy any X.L. pizza—get same pizza
in medium size FREE.
Eat in or pick up only.

Hair.Skin and Nail Designers

No delivery on this special.

I

^

Call 352-3551 for Bowling
Bo
Green's Quality Pizza

M

WELCOME BACK TO B.G.
SEE US FOR:
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES
RUB ON LETTERS
TYPEWRITERS
CALCULATORS
REPAIRS ON ALL TYPEWRITERS & CALCS.

Smiths

Annette

Chris

Judy

ANDMOI
Darcy

Cindy

20% OFF ANY ONE SERVICE WITH THIS AD
Men's, Womtn'i and Children's Hah- Doigns
Manlcum - PtdKure j- Facts*
Facial Hair Waxing ■ Eyebrow Arching - Eyelash & Eyebrow Timing
Lumlnsnng, Frosting, CeBophaning. Permanent Waving - Reconditioning
Sculptured Nails, Naltops. Nail Wrapping, Gel Nails

UMMar SIMMS
lll(B|S.IUai,Bs»a*|GraM

(41*)3S2-13M

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS

LSAT(GMAT,MCAT,
GRE.DAT.
Advanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL,
Nursing Boards,
NTE, Cm. Intro to
Law, Si
R<
For nearly 50 years, Stanley H Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million students lor admission and licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare with the best Kaplan
A good score may help change your life.

£ KAPLAN

sweuTHMfuNsna>nc»wcaNniOD

CLASSES STARTING SOON
Call days, evenings and weekends
TOLEDO
536-3701

BOWLING GREEN
352-6802

■

■

68-174 S Mam Si. - Bowling Grsen. Ohio 43403

The Arrangement

4

MARK'S PIZZA

DON'T MISS
THE
BARGAINS
in

THE BG NEWS
Fall
Savings Edition
Filled with coupons to
save you money!

• Monday, September 15 •
Advertising Deadline: Mon., Sept 8,4 p.m.

Look for it at usual distribution
points on and off Campus
• 214 West Hall - 372-2601 •
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NORTH END:

1044 N. Main

Group to sue Pentagon
WASHINGTON (AP) - An environmental activist group is
preparing to sue the Pentagon to
stop defensive biological warfare research while simultaneously establishing a fund to
encourage scientists to disclose
evidence of illegal experiments.
The Foundation on Economic
Trends, successful in a similar
suit against the Army, also has
distributed a position paper to
officials from more than 55 foreign governments, suggesting
ways to strengthen a 1972 international accord banning the pursuit of biological weapons.
Delegates from more than 100
countries are scheduled to meet
in Geneva next week to review
the 1972 accord.

The foundation's paper disfutes the recently outlined posiion of the Reagan
administration that the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention "must be recognized
as critically deficient and unfixable."
The Washington-based research organization has focused
its studies in recent years on
developments in biological and
Senetic engineering. Tne group
escribes itself as a "clearinghouse for public information" on
the political, economic and environmental implications of such
research.
THE LAWSUIT against the
Pentagon, a copy of which was
provided to reporters in advance

The IVi-year-old boy died
about 9:05 p.m. Sunday after a
futile search for another donor
organ to replace the heart he
received April 26, said Anita
Rockwell, spokesman for Loma
Linda University Medical Center, 60 miles east of Los Angeles.
The boy died during an acute
rejection episode, Rockwell
said.
Rockwell identified the child,
whose real name was kept secret until his death, as Nicholas

Lawrence Miller, who was
adopted by Thomas and Jayne
Miller, of Redwood City, immediately after his birth Feb. 15,
1985.
After being admitted to the
hospital Saturday, the baby received treatment to stop his
body's immune system from
rejecting the organ as foreign
tissue, but "the rejection process could not be controlled or
reversed despite vigorous efforts by the transplant team,"
Ms. Rockwell added.
The Miller boy was the third of
six infants to receive pioneering
baby-to-baby heart transplants
by Dr. Leonard Bailey, the surgeon who stirred medical controversy in Oct. 26,1984 when he

Gish, 84,
to shoot
movie #106
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Lillian Gish is about to embark on
her 106th movie in a career that
began 84 years ago at age S.
During a weekend appearance
for a tribute to her late actress
sister Dorothy. Gish showed
little wear and tear and was
gracious, witty and enthusiastic.
'She's the more talented of
the two of us," the actress said
of her sister, who died in 1968.
"And I'm here to prove it."
Gish starts on location in
Maine on Sept. 8 for a new film
with Bette Davis. She was the
weekend guest of the Society for
Cinephiles, an organization for
:ans of early film.
"I was put to work at the age
of 5," Gish said. "I never went to
school. We were poor. We went
to bed hungry sometimes, but
we loved each other. I had a
happy life."
The Gish girls made their leap
to fame through D.W. Griffith,
who signed them in 1912. Gish
starred in his 1915 film "The
Birth of a Nation."

730 S. Main

of its filing in U.S. District Court
today, seeks to stop all Defense
Department research aimed at
identifying potential defenses
against biological weapons.
Under the 1972 agreement, the
United States, Soviet Union and
more than 100 other countries
have agreed not to develop toxic
biological agents for offensive
purposes. But the accord does
notprohibit defensive research.
The foundation's suit asserts
that the Defense Department
has expanded defensive research to such a point that it now
falls under the National Environmental Policy Act, meaning
environmental impact studies
must be performed.

Heart-transplant infant dies
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
child known as Baby James,
who underwent one of a series of
pioneering infant-to-infant heart
transplants, died after his body
rejected his implanted heart, a
hospital spokeswoman said yesterday.

SOUTH END:

OPEN WEEKDAY'S
8 AM TO MIDNIGHT
Sunday 9 AM to 9 PM

Prices in this od effective thru Sun.
Sept 7 Quantity rights reserved

STAFF

Tomato Soup
|tomato|
soup 103/4 Oz.
Can

implanted a baboon's heart in
the newborn known as Baby
Fae. She died 20V4 days later.

DRIGGS FARMS QUARTERED

THE MILLER child was the
second of the six to die. A Texas
infant, Nicky Carrizales, died
July 2 after undergoing two
heart transplants in two days.

Margarine

The four other patients known as babies Moses, Eve,
Rachel and Jesse Dean Sepulveda - are all doing well, Rockwell said.
Before Baby Moses underwent
his transplant last Nov. 20, only
two infant-to-infant heart transplants ever had been performed.
Those patients both died after
the surgeries, which occurred in
1967 in New York and 1984 in
London.

39c
CALIFORNIA, SEEDLESS

White Grapes

Our Specialty ...

79<

Fresh Produce Year 'round!
Delicious
Chocolate
Covered
Peanuts

$2.59 lb.

SUNSHINE

Potato
Chips

Krispy Saltines

$1.79

We also carry Val's famous chocolate

19*

16 Oz.
Box

eQ

You mutt try them to appreciate their goodness!! Mmmm

Zelenak's Market

G9<

ASSORTED FLAVORS

"Quality with prices to Match"

Faygo Pop

17708 N. Dixie Hwy. - Next to B.G. Beverage
Hours: 9am-7pm Mon.-Fri., 9am-6pm Saturday
* Tell us you're a student from the University
and we'll give you a "fresh " surprise.

2 Liter
Bottle

SS^aSBK^^

GOME CW£-00/f£ALLf
ENTER the'

79«

Delicatessen Specials

TAKES
fl'welcome back' give-a-way [[

of

GIPX CWTWCATW
I$SQ%
*®W
&&

come by to browse,get acquaintedShd get fie* sMaepsfekes enhnf~
«> PURCHASE NEGESSARy
DRAWING SEPTEMBER 20*

r HACK WE5T Of MAC. DWWS
iffiffiffim

mmzmmmmm?*
mWivivKviv:

SLICED TO ORDER

SLICED TO ORDER

Dinner Bell

All Meat
Bologna

Cuddy
Turkey
Breast

POUND

POUND

$|99

$399
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Ottawa man whittles away Bones jointly predict storms
50 years by carving wood
OTTAWA, Ohio (AP) - A skill
a boy learned from his grandfather a half-century ago still
thrives in the form of an Ottawa
man's wooden carvings.
"My grandfather was quite an
elderly man when I was a little
boy," said Bill Glucker, who
spent his first 12 years at Glandorf, Ohio, before moving here.
"He was always carving things
for me to play with. There were
always things to do when I went
to visit. I liked him, we had a lot
of fun together."
Gulker, 54, now lives on 46
acres at Foxfire Lake just west
of this northwest Ohio city - a
place where he says he can sit in
the woods with his carving
knives and binoculars for bird

watching and find peace.
"My grandfather did so many
things. He was a talented man/'
Glucker said. He laments the
fact he kept none of the things
his grandfather made for him.
He said one of the earlier toys
his grandfather carved for him
was a rifle, complete with a bolt
made of hickory.
"I've got my grandfather's
gold watch, but would give anything to have some of those
carvings," Gulker said.
He said he was 9 or 10 years
old when he made his first carving, a gun. "It wasn't very good,
but still it was a gun," he said.
HIS FIRST success as a carver came when he was a 12-year-

old Boy Scout and carved a
neckerchief slide, one of many
childhood mementos that have
been lost
"I'd give S50 to have that
slide," he said.
Gulker said a carver has to be
11 to 12 yers old before his hands
are strong enough to carve and
it takes good hand-eye coordination to be successful. He's happy
that the tradition may continue
in his house where his son,
Jimmy, 9, is interested in carving.
Gulker is carving a toy set as a
gift for Jimmy and carving
other items as Christmas gifts
for his other children. He said he
gives away most of his work.
"It's a hobby you can do any
time," he said. "You can sit on a
park bench in the shade and
whittle away. It's not a dirty
hobby, other than the shavings,
and they can easily be cleared
away with a broom and vacuum."
Two knives, one called an out
knife, the other straight, are all
the tools he needs.
Some of his recent works include a western sheriff cut from
mahogany, a palomino horse
and bison made of basswood and
an Indian head he carved in
relief from a slab of maple he
shaped with a saw.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)People for centuries have
been saying their aching
bones mean a change in the
weather, and now those
claims are being backed by
science.

Dr. George Waylonis, Riverside Hospital's director of
physical medicine and an
Ohio State University associate professor of physical
medicine, says some people
have bones that are sensitive
to changes in the weather,
especially when there is a
rapid drop in barometric

pressure.
He says his own bones confirm it.
Waylonis has a barometer
on the wall of his office that
has a handmade scale around
it, put there by his staff.
From very high pressure to
very low pressure, the scale
reads "Limber, Twinge,
Sore. Ache, Stab, Agonize,
Waylonis Goes To Arizona."
A drop in atmospheric pressure brings with it the likelihood of stormy weather.
Waylonis said joints ache
when the barometer falls because the pressure decrease

allows expansion of the soft
tissue in a joint
He said 75 percent or more
of his patients who have arthritis or old fractures are
sensitive to a drop in the
barometer.
'TT CAN be a sunny morning, but if the barometer is
sliding, they can feel the
change in their bones and
joints. The more rapid the
drop, the greater the symptoms or the awareness that
something is about to happen," he said. Waylonis
added that most of the pain is
short-lived.

Town salutes 'ordinary' heroes
PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP)They never got their names in
the papers, and their exploits
aren t the stuff of legends, but
this western Massachusetts city
is singing now about its once
unsung heroes.
Among them is Joseph C. Radco, 10. known to his classmates
at Crosby Elementary School as
"Joey." He is one of 100 "ordinary people" chosen for honors
by this city of 50,000 residents as
its way of celebrating its 225th
anniversary.
Joey, who likes sports such as
basketball, baseball and soccer,
gave up his recess time last year

to stay indoors and play computer games with a wheelchairbound friend. John St. John. He
also helped his pal when John
needed to get in or out of his
wheelchair.
"I don't think he thinks he's
special but he is," said Mitzi D.
Scelsi, executive director of the
local United Cerebral Palsy Association. "He's very natural
about his ability to relate to
those with physical disabilities."
Ms. Scelsi is on the six-member committee that picked
Pittsfield's unsung heroes.
A FEW of the 100 selected

declined the honor, with some I
citing modesty. Those who ac-l
cepted the honor were feted re-l
cently at a formal reception!
where they met the mayor and|
received medallions.
"We wanted to get not ■„.
munity leaders, although we i
have a few of those, but the go
honest citizens who aren't beui
celebrated very much," said
Berkshire Community CollegJ
President Jonathan M. Daube|
The idea of honoring ordinal
people was the idea of Daube, L
Englishman who has lived her
for the past eight years.

The Phi Alpha Delta

L«o*/Y« 1 •
STUDY SESSIONS

PRICE
P.A.D. MEMBERS
PRE-LAW SOCIETY
NON-MEMBERS

$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$12.00

Undergraduate Student Government

FIRST SESSION STARTS WEDNESDAY SEPT. 3
SIGN UP AT LEGAL STUDIES OFFICE — ROOM 253 BA BUILDING

University Committees
Applications
Available For:
Committee on Committees
Faculty Senate Budget
Academic Facilities Utilization
Academic Honesty
Admissions Advisory
InterCollegiate Athletics
Broadcasting Advisory
Computing Council
Cultural Events
Equal Oppurtunity Compliance
Health Service Advisory
Honors and Awards
Instructional Media
Library Advisory
Strategic Planning
Non-Traditional Student Advisory

Parking Committee
Publications Committee
Student Financial Aid
University Appeals
Ice Arena Committee
Student Legal Service
Human Relations
Academic Affairs
Off-Campus Advisory
Bookstore Advisory
Sponsored Events
Parking Committee
Public Safety
Union Advisory Board

Applications Available August 29th
Applications Due September 4th
Applications Available in
405 Student Services Building

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
NANCY KUBASEK at 372-2379
Sessions Sponsored by: PHI ALPHA DELTA
LAW FRATERNITY

BEER, WINE, PARTY SNACKS
1% MILK $1.59 gal.
*MOVIES»MOVIES*MOVJES'
Vrd(w'^iIlM"& 2 Tapes $8.99
M0N.-THURS. ALL YR. LONG
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
BY THE RAILROAD TRACKS
Vft* Video
CtW/(V^t'/f

BE SMART...
SHOP DAIRY MART
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7A.M. to MIDNIGHT

Sports
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Booters win tourney in Akron
by Mall Winkeljohn
sports reporter

The Bowling Green soccer
team has started off on the right
foot. With a 2-1 victory over
Wisconsin Saturday, and a
scoreless tie with Western Kentucky on Sunday, the Falcons
took first place in the Budweiser
Soccer Classic at Akron University over the weekend.
BG won the Classic in 1979
during coach Gary Palmisano's
second year. That
championship, like this one,
came in- a round-about way.
With a win and tie.
In addition to BG's victory
over Wisconsin Saturday, Akron
beat Western Kentucky. That
left BG and Akron as the two
unbeaten teams going into Sunday's action ana the two were
not scheduled to play each other.
After the Falcons frustrating

"But overall we're pleased.
There's no question the win over
Wisconsin was a big one for our
program."
BG Coach Gary Palmisano
overtime tie, things didn't look
so hot for BG. One might ask
why.
Simple enough, coach Gary
Palmisano would likely answer.
Akron has one of the finest soccer programs in the country,
they were rated third in the
region's pre-season poll and,
perhaps most importantly, they
had won this thing five years in a
row.
BUT THAT changed when the
Badgers of Wisconsin exploded
to turn a 1-0 Akron halftime lead
into a 4-3 Zip failure. BG's ear-

lier tie thus became the difference as their 1-0-1 weekend
mark was the best in the field. If
ties are like kissing a sister,
perhaps Palmisano will open a
kissing booth at a family reunion.
"We were disappointed with
the tie. Western played very
defensive," he saia. "But overall we're pleased. There's no
question the win over Wisconsin
was a big one for our program."
Well, maybe if it meant a first
place trophy every time.

Excitement, excitement, ah
yes. but the weekend was not
without trying times. Sunday's
game was a vicarious definition
of the word frustration.
"We had opportunities, we
just didn't put the ball in the
back of the net," Palmisano
said. "As a 0-0 games goes on,
things tend to get more ana
more frustrating/'
The Hllltoppers played a dropback game, Palmisano said.
Simply put, the booters from
Bowling Green, Kentucky
placed a premium on not allowing scores rather than tallying
them.
IN CLASSIC bend-but-don'tbreak' fashion. Western Kentucky goaltender Lee Walton
garnered 10 saves while BG
managed a healthy 15 shots on
goal. Falcon freshman goaltender Mickey Loescher on the
other hand, had to make Just

three saves as WKU mustered
but seven shots on the Falcon
goal.
With 21 of the team's 26 players being either freshmen and
sophomores. BG may have victimized itself with youthful impatience.
"We were trying to get a goal
too quick", senior co-captain
Gary Mexicotte said. "We were
thinking like we were going to
beat them 4-0 and we rushed it."
Saturday, Wisconsin did the
rushing. In the process of starting their 1966 season on the right
foot, the Falcons stubbed a toe.
The Badgers gave Loescher a
statistic within his first 90 seconds as a collegiate goalie: a
goal scored against.
Falcon midfielder lie Kocveski then played the role of
equalizer 13 minutes later when
he cranked home a comer kick
with an assist from Kevin

McGrath.
Approximately 10 minutes afterward, senior forward Nan
Shin took a pass from junior
midfielder Larry Valbuena,
dribbled between a few Wisconsin defenders and fired an 18yard marker past the Badger
goalie to put BG ahead for good.
Wisconsin entered the tournament ranked sixth in the region
while BG was 10th. Falcon
sweeper Joe Petzker, central
back Jon Felton, Kocveski and
Shin were named to the all-tournament team.
Palmisano was cautiously
pleased.
"For this time of year we got
good results, very positive," ne
said. "This week we'll work on
our fitness and cohesion on the
attack."

Cleveland loses; Spikers roll in NIG Invitational
Jays still rolling
by Tom Skemivitz
assistant sports editor

TORONTO (AP) - Cleveland tried a coal-line defense
and still couldn't stop Lloyd
Moseby.
With the bases loaded and
Cne tied 4-4 in the bottom of
ninth, Cleveland manager
Pat Corrales brought rightfielder Cory Snyder in to the
infield, just to the shortstop
side of second base, in an
effort to turn a double-play at
the plate on a ground ball.
After Tony Fernandez hit a
grounder to short that forced
pinch-runner Ron Shepherd
at the plate, Moseby singled
to left, lifting Toronto to a 5-4
triumph ana tying a club record with nine consecutive
victories.
Moseby said Cleveland's
defensive strategy made his
job much easier.
"I think by bringing the
right fielder in takes a little
pressure off me," said Mo-

seby. "I know they're not
going to pitch me inside. It's
definitely a tip-off.
"I was looking outside all
the way. I had it in my mind
to try and hit the ball to left
field or up the middle. I definitely did not want to hit
anything on the ground."
Pinch-hitter Ernie Whitt
opened the inning with a single and Willie Upshaw followed with a sacrifice that
fitcher Ernie Camacho, 2-3,
ielded and threw down the
right-field line allowing the
runners to advance to second
and third. Rick Leach was
then walked to load the bases.
"I just threw it away," said
Camacho. "No excuse. My
fielding all year has been
okay.
Irs been a familiar sight
for Corrales who has watched
his Indians lose 10 of their last
13 games.

Bowling Green's volleyball
team went into the Northern
Illinois Huskie Invitational with
plenty of question marks.
Upon leaving DeKalb, 111., the
Falcons found themselves possessing plenty of correct answers and a confidence level
coach Denise Van de Walle
hopes will carry into the rest of
the season.
After an emotional five-game
loss to the host Huskies Friday,
BG rolled to easy three-game
wins over Loyola and Eastern
Illinois, Saturday. Considering
BG had never beaten NIU In
seven previous matches and lost
all six games in 1985, the Labor
Day weekend proved a monumental success.
"This is a sign of good things
to come," Van de Walle said.
"We are a step ahead of last
year. They should be confident
provided we have a good next
two weeks."
BG entered the tournament
with only two weeks of practice

ATTENTI

under its belt. Van de Walle and
her team were optimistic, but
not quite sure of how they would
fare against other schools.
Four of six starters from last
season took the court Friday,
but without graduated standout
Debbie Hopkins and the installment of freshman Linda Popovich at setter, the Falcons' team
cohesiveness was in doubt.
BUT POPOVICH and Hopkin's replacement, Alaine
Emens, gave BG the look of a
squad seasoned with experience. The duo, along with Jo
Lynn Williamson, was awarded
with All-Invitational honors giving BG the only team with three
players awarded..
Popovich, in her first action as
a Falcon, performed admirably
despite the butterflies any
rookie could expect, especially
with a unit she's been with only
half a month.
"The first game I was nervous," Popovich said. "I didn't
know how things would go since
we had no scrimmages, f m glad
we had the tournament. It was a
good gage of how we were play-

ing together as a team.
Van de Walle said Popovich's
setting Is one aspect of the Falcons which has unproved since
last season.
"Linda got to a lot of balls that
in the past would not have been
gotten to," Van de Walle said.
She did a very good job of
setting."
Benefitting from Popovich's
passes were Williamson and
Emens. In the 11 games, Emens
finished with 48 kills and 13
errors on 104 attempts for an
outstanding .330 hitting percentage. Williamson went 58 and 20
on 123 attempts for a .300 clip.
This included an amazing 21 kill,
three error, 36 attempt effort
against Loyola, good for a .500
percantage.
REPLACING HOPKINS as an
outside hitter won't be an easy
task for Emens, but after her
three-match performance, Van
de Walle said the senior co-captain should have no trouble
filling the previous captain's
shoes.
"Alaine played better than I
had seen her play all of last

year," Van de Walle said. "Her
defense was very good and her
play at the net was also strong."
The Falcons' 15-4, 15-5, 15-13
victory over Loyola and 15-4,156, 15-5 stomping of EIU almost
gave the Falcons a clean sweep
of the tournament.
After losing 9-15 and 13-15 to
the Huskies in the first two
games, BG rallied for two consecutive wins. The Falcons' 15-9
and 15-2 wins sent the teams into
a fifth game, a feat BG has
never accomplished against the
former Mid-American Conference member.
The Falcons jumped to an 8-7
lead when the two teams
switched sides. NIU regained
the lead 10-7, but allowed BG to
catch up 10-9. The Huskies' following serve appeared to be
clearly out of bounds, but the
line judge gave the call in favor
of the home team.
"The judge called it good
when it was clearly out," Van de
Walle said. "It wasn't even
funny. It was a blatant error."
D See Volleyball, page 9.

SENIORS

Appointment sign-ups taken now! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Photo sittings Sept. 2-19, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall.

Schedule early I Be a part of Ohio's best selling yearbook!
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It's time to do some sports homework
(Mike)Tyson has almost put more athletes
on canvas than painter Leroy Neiman. He's
become somewhat of a knockout artist by
felling 24 of his 26 opponents.
Was it creation or evolution?
Should it be communism or
democracy?
Is it great taste or less filling?
These are some of the
perplexing questions that
stuaents at Bowling Green will
once again study this year.
And while you may not care to
learn about the first two serious
questions, I'm sure many will
spend hours of exhaustive
research on that Lite one.
like many, I'm not ready to
crack open the books.
This fall, the only arms race
which might interest me is the
one which could develop
between the Mets and Red Sox
pitching staffs in the World
Series.
Sports questions are fun to
ponder, academic ones are not.
So, in the interest of higher
learning, here are some of the
sports questions you can think
about as the year progresses.

IstheBG football team going
to have a winning season despite
a murderous schedule?
If someone gave me BG Coach
Moe Ankney's schedule, I would
immediately look (or the nearest
Drop/Add line.
After this week's home opener
against Ohio University, the
fuung and inexperienced
alcons play three of their
toughest opponents in a row on
the road.
On Sept. 13, BG faces
Minnesota, which won last
year's Independence Bowl. Then
the Falcons travel to Oxford and
play Miami University, a team
which is supposed to win the
Mid-American Conference title.
BG concludes the three-game
road swing against Central
Michigan, which has the talent
to compete with Miami for the
MAC championship.
The Falcons then play two
home games before neading to
Seattle and battling Washington,
which is ranked in the Top

For more info call

Toby 2-5027

I think that passage best
describes Rose and Carlton.
And speaking of hanging up
the gloves...
...will Marvis Frailer
retire?
Some guys get up for
nationally televised fights, but
Frazier takes them lying down.
In his two biggest fights,
Marvis has been the victim of
ugly first round knockouts.
Three years ago, Larry Holmes
flattened Frazier in a title fight.
Two months ago, Tyson
pulverized him in 30 seconds.
It appears Marvis will never
duplicate the feats of his famous
father, Smokin' Joe.
Can new basketball coach Jim
Larranaga work miracles with
the Falcons?
As an assitant at Virginia,
Larranaga once relied on the
strength of Sampson to carry the
team to victory. He won't have
that luxury at BG.
For the last two years, a
young Falcon team has
struggled to stay out of the MAC
basement. Because most of
those players are back,
Larranaga had only a few
scholarships with which to lure
recruits.
With no one even close to

resembling Ralph Sampson,
Larranaga could be in for a long
year.
How will the Biowns and
Bengals fare this season?
Ohio should Just merge its two
football teams and then it would
have a legitimate Super Bowl
contender.
The Bengals boast one of the
top passing attacks under
Boomer Esiason, but have no
defense.
Last year, the Browns proved
Sou can run, but can't hide the
ict that passing is an integral
part of offense. Earnest Byner
and Kevin Mack both rushed for
1,000 yards. Yet, the lack of a
passing attack was the Browns'
undoing in their narrow playoff
loss to Miami.
Add Cincinnati's passing with
Cleveland's rushing and defense
and this team could be the
NFL's best.
BUT I guess it's time to get
serious. Turn off the baseball
Same on televsion and put away
lebeer.
So, in the interest of higher
education, give me a textbook
and reading light.
Well, on second thought, make
that a Bud light.

QUESTION #3.

WATER SKI
TEAM
Organizational
Meeting
Wed. 9:00 P.M.
102 B. A.

Twenty. Hopefully, BG will heal
in time for next year's opening
day opponent - Penn State.
Win Mike Tyson become the
great heavyweight champion
everyone thinks he'll be?
Tyson has almost put more
athletes on canvas than painter
Leroy Neiman. He's become
somewhat of a knockout artist
by felling 24 of his 26 opponents.
Despite the fact he's
destroyed a list of nobodys, most
think he will be the greatest
heavyweight of his era.
Especially since currently there
are no great heavyweight
champions.
I think Tyson will get his
toughest test when he fights
WBA champ "Terrible" Tim
Witherspoon, a man who packs
more of a paunch then a punch.
However, (ubby Timmy is a
very good boxer and could break
Tyson's unbeaten string.
Can the BG hockey team win
the NCAA championship this
year?

This could be BG's most
talented team in years. True, it
lost star winger Jamie
Wansbrough, but it has other
skaters who should substitute
nicely.
AU-American goalie Gary
Kruzich hopes to lead the
Falcons to their second NCAA
crown In four years. BG returns
solid veterans such as highscoring Paul Ysebaert and hardhitting Iain Duncan.
The Falcons also signed
highly-touted forwardNelson
Emerson, who has drawn raves
from pro scouts.
Will former greats such as
Steve Carlton and Pete Rose
anally call it quits. ?
Watching superstars play past
their prime always bothers me.
Some, like Roberto Duran, do it
for money, but not these two.
I believe both baseball legends
truly think they have another
super year in them. Baseball is
so much a part of their lives,
Carlton ana Rose can't let r
go.
In his book, "Ball Four,'
former pitcher Jim Bouton
wrote, You spend a good part
of your life learning to grip a
baseball and in the end it turns
out it was the other way around
the whole time."

WHAT EXACTLY IS
AT&T'S "REACH OUT AMERICA"?

HAIR UNLIMITED

a) A long distance calling plan that lets you make an
hour's worth of calls to any other state in America for
just $10.15 a month.

Hair Care &
Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

WELCOME
BACK

b) A 90-minute special starring "Up With People'.'

Precision Cut

c)

A great deal, because the second hour costs even
less.

(includes wash & finish)

d) If you'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

GUYS ALWAYS
'6 (reg $10)
OHef good with this od thru 9/30
Moo I Tun U VMFri 94 Sat U

e) Too good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off
AT&T's already discounted evening rates.
We give you
more . . .

If you can guess the answers to this quiz, you could save on your
long distance phone bill, with AT&T's "Reach Out America? long
distance calling plan'.. If you live off campus, it lets you make a
full hour's worth of calls to any otner state in America
including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico^nd the U.S.
Virgin Islands—for just^lO^ajnonth^
All you have to do lsTalfWeekends,
11pm Friday until 5pm Sunday, and
every night from 11pm to 8am. Save
off our already discounted evening
rates by calling between 5pm and 11pm
Sunday through Friday. The money you
could save will be easy to get used to.
To find more about '/Reach Out America'^
or to order the service, calf toll tree
today at 1800 CALL ATT,
that is 1800 225-5288.

16 oz.
BOTTLES
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew,
7-Up, Diet 7-Up,
Orange Crush,
Coke Classic
Diet Coke
1

/3 more pop for
the same price
-50«-

FREE DELIVERY
$2.50 minimum

■ ■■vi COUPON !-«-•[

1 FREE ITEffl

OF YOUR CHOICE
en any til* pma
ASK lor it wh«n ordering

pi©0"0*'
Ph. 352-5166

AT&T

Free
Delivery
VOTID IEST PIZZA IN 1.0.

©1966 AT&T

The right choice
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Top seeds advance
Lendl, Navratilova reach quarter-finals
NEW YORK (AP) - Too seeds
Ivan Lendl and Martina Navratilova posted straight-set victories yesterday to advance to the
?uarterfinals of the U.S. Open
ennis Championships.

i
j
:
i

Lendl, defending the title he
won last year, moved into high
gear in the second set as he
eliminated 15th-seeded Brad
Gilbert 7-5, 6-1, 6-2.
Seeking her third U.S. Open
women's singles crown in four
years, Navratilova crushed ArBentina's Gabriela Sabatini, the
o. 11 seed, 6-4, 6-2.
In other early matches yesterday, No. 4 Stefan Edberg of
Sweden gained a quarterfinal
berth by stopping Dan Goldie 63. 6-2, 6-2, while Tim Wilkison
eliminated Andrei Chesnokov of
the Soviet Union 64,6-2, 6-3.
In the women's singles, No. 2
Chris Evert Lloyd, a six-time
winner of America's premier
tennis event, outlasted No. 14
Catarina Iindqvist of Sweden 62, 24, 6-2; No. 9 Manuela Maleeva of Bulgaria nipped No. 6
Claudia Kohde-Kilsch of West
Germany 6-2, 24, 7-6; No. 3
Steffi Graf of West Germany
defeated Italy's Raffaella Reggi
6-1, 3-6, 64; No. 7 Bonnie Gadusek stopped No. 13 Stephanie
Rehe 74, 44, 6-2; and No. 7
Helena Sukova of CzechoslovaIda downed No. 12 Zina Garrison

6-4, 24,6-4.
GILBERT FOUGHT Lendl on
even terms in the opening set,
breaking the Czechoslovak's
serve in the seventh game to put
the set back on serve. But Lendl.
ranked No. 1 in the world, closed
out the first set by breaking
Gilbert in the 12th game at 30.
After that, it was all Lendl.
"I started missing a lot of first
serves and then he picked up his
game a lot," Gilbert said. "He
started to pass really well. Then
I got a little discouraged.
"I wasn't sure what to do - if I
should stay back or come in."
There was nothing indecisive
about Lendl, who already baa
won seven titles this year, including the French Open.
He broke Gilbert's service
twice in each of the next two sets
to move one step closer to his
second straight U.S. Open
crown.
"I think after the first set he
got broken mentally," Lendl
said of Gilbert. "He felt he has to
win now three out of four (sets),
and he knows I'm going to run
forever.
"I'm hitting the ball solid. I
feel great physically. I feel
strong. I feel quick and I feel I'm
not going to tire out."
NAVRATILOVA REELED off
the first four games in her
match with Sabatini. After the
Argentine teen-ager took the

next three games, breaking
Navratilova's service from
deuce in the sixth game, the
world's top-ranked woman held
her next service game at love to
close out the set.
Sabatini opened the second set
by holding, but Navratilova took
six of the next seven games in
her rush into the quarterfinals.
"I was a matter of me putting
the pressure on her early and
her maybe being a little nervous
and trying to go for a little too
much when I was at the net,"
Navratilova said. "Then she
strung some points together, hit
some passing shots to win those
three games.
"But I always figured that I
could break her serve a lot easier than she could mine."
Lloyd also rolled through the
first set before running into trouble with her Swedish foe.
"I was winning pretty comfortably 6-2, 24, but even in the
first set she was just missing the
lines by about two inches,"
Lloyd said. "I let up and her
shots were really making it.
"She was playing the lines and
playing real aggressively, and I
nave to give her a lot of credit.
She won that second set fair and
square."
But Lloyd sounded a warning
about the grip she and Navratilova have on the top of the rankings.

OPEN 24 HOURS 8:00 MON. THRU SAT. MIDNIGHT
OPEN SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

DON'T MISS THE FIRST FALCON
NOME GAME, SATURDAY, SEPT. 6
NOW ON SALE AT KROGER

WW»»W»WW»)W>«»K)W»W«OWMM»i>WW

Volleyball
I a Continued from page 7.
BG never regained consciousness, losing the next five points
and the match to the tournament
champion Huskies.
The Falcons lost the services
1
of junior Lynne Nibert when she
'1 sprained her ankle in Friday's
match. Sophomore Susie Reid
:
replaced Nibert and finished
with seven blocks while playing
in a new position.
L

I4GFI

FALCONETTETRYOUTS
Try out for BGSU's
Precision Figure
Skating team
Aug. 28, Sept. 2, Sept. 4
ICE ARENA
10:15- 11:15 P.M.

Kroger - One Pound Loot

CRACKED WHEAT BREAD
BUT ONE L0IF »T REGULAR
PRICE, GET RRELRIF, FREE!
Limit One Free Loot, Please1

MHPE&J
^*rK£Z^~
WWW+wmt*
^iRHH^MOBfe ^^tm

Call Amy Barber at 332-0311 or
372-2365 for mora Information

■

Ktoger 100% Pure-Half GallonConon

r

CHILLED ORANGE JUICE

.^■Rm^OBBh ^^m

BUT ONE CTM. AT REGULAR
PRICE, BET ME CTR, FREE!

limit One Free Carton. Please'
Mk

f
AjRCZCV
ww^m*Cf
.^■■RR^aoBOk .^^_

JUKCCV

Krooer (In Oil 01 Water)

Limit One Free Can Please'
■

JEjREcV
fiSIEGf
"
JBROCV
wwSmZCf
'
XiRCCV
^ic^r^
r
TW^m*Wmf

Dry (Assorted Varieties)

^■IRRRk^aaBk .^_

—

__^_

BUT ONE BAG AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ORE RIG, FREE!
Powdered Laundry - 42 oz Bo«

PUREX DETERGENT
BUT ONE B0I AT REGULAR
PRICE, RET ORE RRI, FREE!
Limit One Free Bo. Pleose'

m

In the Deli' - 4 ct Pockoae

FRESH BAKED SUB BUNS
RUT ORE PIG. IT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ORE PIS., FREE!

Limit One Free Pockoge Pleose'

sm

/3B55V
wrS/KHCf

f

3 oz Bog

RAMEN PRIDE NOODLES

a.

^^MBL-^^B.

6'/, oz Can

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA
BUT ORE CAN »T REGULAR
PRICE, RET ORE CAR, FREE!

r

DISTRICT
REPRESENTATIVES
Elections to held
September 18th

BUT ONE CUP AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE CUP, FREE!

"

_^^B^_^_ —

Applications Available
For

YUBIYOGURT

0

^*^^M,Z^*r
WWVmmdf
,mae'8'*auaie Siuoem Goif"""jm

Assorted Varieties-8 oz Cup

Assorted Varieties

2 5 oz Packoge

Country Club Chipped Meats
INT TWO PIGS. AT REGULAR
PRICE, SET ORE PIG., FREE!

Limit One Free Pockage Pleose'
Assorted Varieties Frozen

l2oz Pacl«oae

MR.FRITTER MEATS
BUT TWO PKGS. AT REGULAR

PRICE, GETCRE PIS., FREE!
Limit One Free Pockoge Pleose'
In the Produce Depa'Tment'

3 1b Bog

FRESH ONIONS
WITH PURCHASE Of 5 LB. BAG
IDAHO POTATOES
Limit One Free Bog. Pleose'
Ene<gizer I ct 9 Volt or 2 ct SizeC.DorAA

*******************************************************

EVEREADY BATTERIES
BUT ONE PNG. AT REGULAR

PRICE, Sn ME PIS., FREE!
Limit One Free Package. Pleose'

Applications Available
August 29 - September 12
Pick up Applicatons
at
405 Student Services

Assorted Voneties - 15 oz Bottle Conditioner <

HALSA SHAMPOO
BUT ONE BOTTLE AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE BOTTLE, FREE:
Limit One Free Bottle Please1

'UNLIMITED
MANUFACTURERS'
•fllDHM*SMANVC»»OU«IMANU»ACtUR(RS COU««OM»C* OOU8U •**»!■ VAlUl St<"
MMRantar anrport
• W w.lb»—t1—r-mdcf'af ••** Youi
net -i f *■" COt^om *• 'mgr .* ""» »**->■ Food Sfont ■ 4 ■ ■ •

AUVlBTiy
U IMV ■
mihiM.1 •-> hwi
in
COPYRIGHT 1«L-

LCY I. ■

'

.
<

M

Oikti.otifMioUa^^^i 'o^ofnotSO-.oi*
- Menu**is** (r-»D" ,<

i .ie*tv,u>r 'r.*.**«l kg l--rc*i.lv a.o-loNr i™ \n\> ... p.Kh Kfogr* IM»* owctW 0\ w* l.foll* «ol*J
-.■ - lloHl* KUfivirOur <>» .K.-npo'i*'*'>lr-> ■im.ivoioWf •»>llr*i«*j •»*■ ■ vmr MVMTRpoi ma.rv hts>
■ ■■ l ■•»—,ii ihp(jiS^<in*tl g»K* "i*m 30 ilo>* 0"l» iw» irmKn <->».(-K -J -,>. rt-iisl in .*-n> uvcynrd
.HT^MSIRVID NONISaDTODtALERSPRKlSAITIMSIFFtCTIVI'StFT ZTHRUSEPT 7 I9661

Classifieds
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Intramural Peadenee: Mene eoltbet-Sept 2
Woman I Coed sottbel Sept 3 MHagav.
at* | Tenrva Sept 0. Man'a dbla tennis Sept
9 Men s go« dbte Sept 10 Al entriee due si
108 SRC by 4.00 pm on dua data with feted
leap

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS
Abortion
Caring and Con'idantial
Canlar lor Chotce
ToWB

BG Nm meeting for vokinteore-wnlerB end
photographers every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
Waal Hall
For further inlofmalkm cal
372 2803

419-255-7769

n Talalund Tlmel
Do you have the ab*ty to communlcata weaon
tne phona. and hav« an mtaraal in halplng out
BGSU with rts lund raising efforts? It so. atop by
the Mart Alumni Center Aug 27 Sapl 4.
B 00 5 00 and IB out an appfloaOon. or cal
3722701 and aak lot Pam Atchieon

BGSU CHESS CLUB-Meetmga 8 30-10 00
p m , Thursdays OH Campus Student Center.
Baaamant Mostly Hal Cal 352-2641 or
352 6307 tor more rtormation
How can I GET INVOLVED?
Coma 10 ma Student Orgenojatlone Fa* on
Wednesday September 10 horn llOOimm
3 00 p en vi the Lenhart Or and Baaroom ol the
Union a frvj the quo mat 3 ncjM lot you1
Organuarionel Meeting lor votunteere 10 lulor
chedren work with handicapped, viarl elderly.
Sepl 3. 8 00-7 00 p m basement ol Uncled
Christian Fallowsllip. 313 Thurstin SI
352-7534.
Students needing internships, precttcum.
volunteer plecemenl Mael local service agency
personnel on Sepl 3. Irom 6 30-7 30 p m
basement ol United Christian FeSowship 313
Thurslm Si 352 7534

PERSONALS
ArtanOon-JMns N Things has enlarged the*
selection of soronty Items1 Come m and see al
the new Hams we have (or your soronty.
Catch The Wave or the Future
Ruah Alpha Tau Omega
Tuesday and Thursday. 7 30
303Thuratin
Congratulations to Nicole Gentrt on her engage
ment to Kurt Darnels We're so happy tor you'
Love. Your Oee Gee Satan
Corigratulanona to Knaten Romame on her
engagement to Mike BlochowsMi Wa wish you
the beet of luck1 Love. Your Dee Oee sisters

University Performing Dancers
Audroon
Wednesday September 3
6 00 pm
201 Hayes Hal

ConfcJnHow dooo u feet? You're looking good'
Love. Mac East

O.E.C.A.
FsvJ out about informational meeting on Wed
Sepl 3 8 30 p m . Campus Room, third floor
ol Union Refreshments wet be served

Escorts Needed
Cal Campus Escort Service
372-8360

SERVICES OFFERED

GAMMA PHI BETA welcomes its new tal
pledge class We are very excited to have you
as sailers' Love Your new Gamma Phi Sisters

Babysitter available
Kris
3723360

GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR ANO BIKE
MUST BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE
LOCKED CALLJOHN 372-5847

Welcome aboard to our teDutoue new 00
We love you1 Love. Your new DO

Bush Sigma Nu
7:JO-»:00

Wendy and Michael You guys are the beat Hhc-Chre Thanka tor
everytfwig' - Jam.

Ruah I
7:30-f:00

The Flrsl Student Council lor Learning
n«Milllm m tha Nation" Piaaaa attend the Aral
meeting ol 1088 Thursday Sept 4. 7 00 PM
In Rm 201 Ed BkJ For more mlormalom cal
Plena. 382-3477

Karen Weeton. Uaa Peaeov, and Wandy
Wassms Thanka lor ma FantaaK Voyage! Vou
al ad a GHEAT (ob on RUSH' Love Your Dae
Gee Sisters
^^^^^^^^^^

Now thru
Sun, Sepl. 7

rZ

Peggy Wurzfer Whara are you? We have baan
oytng 10 contact you USG needs you1 Cal Kelly McCoy at 3548700 or 372-8324

Find out about nlormattonal meeting on Wed
Sept 3. 8:30 p m . Campus Room, third floor
ol Union. Refreshments wl be served

Soltbel officiate needed Pick up relerral al Stu
dent Employment Mandatory carwc-Wed. Sapl
3 ■ 7 00-10 OOpm Previous IM oltaale II out
arjpaceaon In 108 SBC

Data Party
You'll need a bus
Can ua • Esprees Charter
112-2417

Thank you to the person who turned « my
glasses that ware lost behind tha Ua Science
Bid last weak to Campus Safety and Security
You're a fantastic person Giles Frankart

Find Out Your Favorite BO Plus
80 Plaza Review at the Sigma Nu House

USG CABINET POSITIONS AVAILABLE
PUBLIC RELATIONS Musi be energetic,
creative and work wel with people omcohoure
required Some experience with marketing and
or adverttamg is desirable
SECRETARY: Must have typing. Hang, word
processing (Murtimalel and note takog skies
Position aivorvea 10-20 hours-week and
receives payment
Apply at 405 Student Services AJeo make en
appointment tor interview Questions? Cal
372-8324

Ware looking lor a few good man
Ruah ATO
Tuesday and Thursday 7:30
303 Ihurstm

Swimsuits Athletic Shoes

Running
Shorts/Tops
by
up to
Sub Y

"

50%

Snorter OFF
International
Windbreakers
& Running
Suits
Seeded Styles
up to

1/3 OFF

running, tennis
aerobic, football
basketball
goil, volleyball

Save S3-S20
FREE BGSU
T-shirt transfer
ml purchase
sweatshirt
•iprtuwa
coupon

Jams

LSAT STUDY SESSIONS
Starts Tomorrow
Sign Up Today at Legal Studies Office Room
253 BA
Questions--Call Nancy
Kubteek -372-2370. Phi Alpha Delta and Pre
law Society members 17 Non Members SI 2.
Sponsored by PN Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
PARCEL PICK-UP UPS OR FEDERAL EXPRESS MONDAY THRU SATURDAY A TO Z
DATA, 148 S MAIN. 352 5042

Wildlife'

Coaching
FootballShorts
$12.88

Huh Huh Huh
OKHLove
Lisas Jamie
TRY OUT FOR »GHJ'S
PRECISION SKATING TEAM
ICE ARENA 10:15-11:15 pm
AUG. 21 - SEPT. I -SEPT. 4
Wanted: Yoana men erHh asoell.nl aeaV
osedpllae and aorta well with others la willing to wort nerd end Instill Innovative Ideas
ta laOow workers Can accept a dtttlcurl
chalengs with enthualasm and conlldence
Must be willing to learn how to teach others
al da the same. Excellent Intrinsic reararde.
The future of our fraternity la In your hende.
The Brothers ol Sigma CM.

Experience an evening with
THE IMPERIALS
tve and si concert ON CAMPUS"
SATURDAY. SEPT 8th
7 30 PM
ANDERSON ARENA
tickets avaaable 11-2 DAILY
at STUDENT UNION TICKET BOOTH

LADIES NIGHT
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2nd
Featuring

"ABSOLUTE ECSTASY"

Selected
Summer
Sportswear
Shorts
,i, Tops

•••••••••••••
*MALE FANTASY REVIEW *
•••••••••••••

! 75% OFF

DOORS OPEN
7:30

"Your Athletic Shoe & Sportswear
Headquarters in B.G."

FALCON HOUSE-}!

> HOURS. 10-9 daily, 10-5 Sat. \
10-5 Sunday
140 E.Wooster 352-3610
I Mm mow n
liOM linn <irroi|
Downtown
cu

SHOWTIME
8:00
$2.00 COVER

Need F coeege student to stay with children
wise father works 3rd anm Wl receive tree
room S brd. Pteaae send picture & Wo. to PO
60X814. BG.OH 43402
Part-time energetic, outgoing, fun-loving
people wanted1 Bartenders, waitresses.
welters. Door walkers
No experience
rvaceeaary Flexible schedules to sccomodate
carpoota. Apply In person after 8 defy except
Men M the tun place lo bo - BUTTONS' St Rt.
25. 12 mine N of BG
i loving chad cere needed for 3 yr old
My home Tuee 3-8 30: Thurs 3-0:30 p.m.
References reouBod 352-3158
Skit people entertainers Exceeent experience
lor people with theatre or dance mteteete
Outgoing personalty and Ngh energy are or erequswle quelftcattona Part time • weekends Apply In person at Henry J's. 1532 S Byrne, alter
7 p.m. Sun Thurs
WMreaa. welter positions open lor 3rd ehitt
Fid or pert time Apply in person at Fnsch's Big
Boy. Fremont Pike. Penyaburg

FOR SALE
1 standard dorm size refrigerator Only S60
Why rant? Cal 362-7886

WANTED
1 IsmaJa roommate to share with 3 2 atory
house on Wooetor, very doae to campus Cal
353-0010
OARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE
MUS BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE
LOCKED CALLJOHN 372-5847
Looking for female roommate Is) with apartment
or wishing to go apartment hunting' Cal
353-1788

Mala roommela wanted for Fa* Semester, own
bedroom. S127 per month plus electric Cal
353-4823
Mete roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
apartment. Own room, tree bua tokens and
pod SI 50-month and electric 353-5413 or
354-0704

Save Big! now thru Sunday

M

KAREN ALLAN,
Congratulslions on your ALPHA CHI peering to
Terry" I'm ao happy lor you both1 AX love and al
olmtno, Kan
^^^^

50%

Selected Styles.
Sizes

Trad Jones 1 Karen McEHYeeh.
Jual a Rile note to say wa hope this year wet be
great lor at ot ua Hopetufy we wont meet any

Mala roommate needed. Prefer older or grad
student St 35 and halt utarhes Contact Sam al
353-1803

remaining
stock

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

Hank Mining
Welcome to tha We-Cere Teem
The Orientation Board

<fiMttoj&'

Final Summer Markdowns
by
Cerena 50%
Dolphin OFF
Swimwear

UAA

Make hundreds weekly maang arcuay/s'
No quote*. Umaa!
Ruah sea-arm eased stamped envelope
A-1. 11020 Ventura. SUM 288 Dept P
Studio City. CAS1804

Sigma Nu Honor

CATCH THE EXPRESS
Bus Schedules Available
Union Information Desk

Orientation Board Member Appacationa are
avaasbte In 405 Studant Sarvloaa and are dua
Friday Sept 12 by 6 00 p.m

Want to ta* to people with a future? Tan to the
brothers ot ALPHA TAU OMEGATonkjht, 7 30.
303Ttiuratln

Clearance
Sale

iowUng Oraen PLna Review
, Mouse 7:30-»:00

Escorts Needed
CaflCampua Eacort Service
372-8380

Need mate or female lo sublease
1 bedroom apt. lor Fel Semester
Cal 352-2878
NEEDED. 1 or 2 mete rmtea to share 3 bdrm
A-Frame house Cheap! Call Brian at
352-5121
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
APARTMENT WITH 3 GIRLS LOCATED ON
4TH ST PLEASE CALL 352-3244
Roommate Needed Preler aomeone already in
apartment Cat Martha 874-8155
Tired of lying in alum lord housing?
M-F rnite. wanted. Leaas term negottable
354-1388 alter 7pm
Two tun females need one ol same to share
great house on Wooeterl Cheapl Greet location! Cell now! 363-4121. Ask for Rhonda Or
Ossna

1057 KAWASAKI-125 DIRT STREET BIKE
MAKE OFFER 354-4857
1080 FaM Spider 2000 saver 50.000 meas.
sm-tm rerJo One owner. S3000 or best otfer
353-1848
Automobea Kenwood KRC312 cassettereceiver with auto reverse tape deck 13 5
waltl per channel Reduced lo S125 Cal
362-8388
;
Brown peed couch $40
Brown padded swivel rocker $20
Cal 364-7013
Deluxe 55 gal aquarium with hood, lights. I
fliers, sheas, testers, feeder tank. and|
piranhas Cat 352-4898
Dorm sue retrtgerator with freezer $60 Call |
Scon 353-5707
k It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor S44 throughl
tha U.S government? Get the facts today' Cal|
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1704
Large, fresh selection ol house foeage pfantal
lor sale to departments only. Contact Grounda|
Dept 2-7860
Onkyo A-25 Integrated ampafler 45 watts perl
channel, Onkyo M 5 FM stereo tuner, Yamahal
NS-4 2 way speakers Complete system $300 |
362-2930
Sola sleeper $100: 2 LR chairs $25 each |
avocado print 352-0393 after 5 30
Used IBM typewriter, needs some repair $50
or beet olter 354-8564
Royal Academy Electrtc Typewriter
Good Condition recently cleaned
$130 Cal 372-8507
83 Ford motor home Runs good
CB with antenna S cable.
Cal 888-4371

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
Accountants"! Would you Ike lo Intern Spring
1087 wmToesdoCPA lam and earn S1300-month? K you are a Junior with a QPA ol 3 0-,
cal the Co-op Office at 372-2481
Attractive female to do coetumed deliveries
Very outgoing Hours very-must have own car
Cal The Baaoonman 352-8081

■*r«""
Affordable Luxury Apartment lor Rent (female) I
Air conditioning. 2 lul baths, dishwasher Call
Dee 353-0206
One 3 Bedroom Farm House And Apt Houaf I
For Rent With Pool And Horse Bam 1523(1
Michel Rd Outside Ot BG Take Wooetor St I
West To Michel N, ISt House On Leff|
1-010-852-4148

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE

IB?^

• DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT

NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA
CO

SIGMA NU RUSH
tonight 7:30 - 9:30

* Sample free pizza from 10
B.G. Pizzarias *

SATURDAY
PERRY FIELD
1:30

Conklin

B.G. vs. 0.U

BOWLING GREEN PIZZA REVIEW

EN

The best student body in the
MAC will help the FALCONS
defend the nation's longest
home winning streak.

BE A PART OF IT!
SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA NU SIGMA

